NEW ZEALAND IN 60 DAYS.

MADONNA'S SOCIALISTS—Excepting for a few months, the Appeal has been drawing on my name in connection with socialistic propaganda. The interests have not been heavy, however, and will not be in the future. I have been making strong efforts to get the money back from the socialistic sources and have not been very successful. Fortunately, the interest is now in order and I expect to receive the balance in a few weeks.

The new edition of the Appeal will be issued on July 15th, and it will contain a large number of articles on socialistic topics. The Appeal is now in the hands of an efficient manager, and I am confident that it will be a success.

We have received several communications from friends who wish to contribute to the Appeal. I am grateful for their assistance, and I trust that their contributions will be welcomed by the readers of the Appeal.

J. A. Watland.
John Howton, President

BY LEO NELSON

T"mber, bright with the glory that en
drew the universe with life, flavors in
to existence, and colors it with the
light of spring. From my study I coul
draw a vista of the forested hills and
the distant mountains, their peaks
gently bathed in a sky of blue and gold.
Over the plains, the clouds were swiftly
flowing, carrying the promise of a new
time. I reflected on the beauty of our
world and the boundless possibilities of
the future.

If circumstance had not broken my
heart before, I would have been con
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It all began with a simple idea: to create

There is a sense of...
NO, IT DOES NOT PAY.

Some More Reasons Why the Postal System Is Alleged to be a Financial Failure.

By Thieves with Authority, do You Think Even Socialist Institutions can be Successful?

The following is a dispatch from the Kansas City Herald:

"The Outlook for Postal System appears gloomy. A comprehensive investigation of the operations of the United States Post Office Department under the direction of the Postmaster General was recently completed. The report is now before the Senate and will be made public shortly. It is expected that the report will be a severe indictment of the postal service.

The report finds that the postal system is a financial failure and that the system is inefficient and corrupt. It is charged that the postal system is overstaffed and that the postmasters are using their positions for personal gain. It is also alleged that the postal service is inefficient and that mail is often delivered late or not delivered at all.
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